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Abstract
This add-on package to \texttt{listings} provides the option to add background colors to lines of listings. Every line can be given a different color by using a conditional which depends on the line number.

This package was created as response to the question “Creating a zebra effect using \texttt{listings}” on \LaTeX Stack Exchange.

1 Usage
The following settings are added by \texttt{lstlinebgrd} for \texttt{listings} and can be used in \texttt{\lstset} or any \texttt{listings} macro which accepts options.

\begin{description}
\item[\texttt{linebackgroundcolor=(color commands)}] This options allows the user to provide some \LaTeX code which sets the background color. The code must use \texttt{\color{\langle color\rangle}} or a different color macro. The use of conditionals is permitted and can be used to color lines depending on the line number (\texttt{\value{lstnumber}}) etc., as shown in the example section. The initial setting of this option is {}, i.e. no coloring is done.

\item[\texttt{linebackgroundsep=(length)}] Sets the distance of the begin of the background color bar and the line. A horizontal skip of this amount to the left from the start of the line is done before drawing the background line. This means that positive amounts will move the background color bar to the left and negative amounts to the right. This does not effect the total width of the color bar.

\item[\texttt{linebackgroundwidth=(length)}] Sets the width of the background color bar. The initial default value is \texttt{\linewidth}. Note that the background width does not take the actual width of the text into account, because \texttt{listing} does not provide this information.
\end{description}
**linebackgroundheight**=\textit{(length)}

Sets the height of the background color bar, i.e. the amount above the baseline. The initial value is \texttt{\ht\strutbox}, i.e. the full height of the line.

**linebackgrounddepth**=\textit{(length)}

Sets the depth of the background color bar, i.e. the amount below the baseline. The initial value is \texttt{\dp\strutbox}, i.e. the full depth of the line.

**linebackgroundcmd**=\textit{(macro)}

This advanced option sets the macro used to draw the background color bar. It is called at the correct starting position and receives the width, height and depth as three arguments in this order. The initial value is \texttt{\color@block} which is an internal macro of the \texttt{xcolor} package. This option can be used by advanced users to fine tune the background coloring.
2 Examples

Example 1: Basic example: zebra effect.

Code

```c
/**
* Prints Hello World.
**/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
    printf("Hello World!");
    return 0;
}
```

Result

```c
/**
* Prints Hello World.
**/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
    printf("Hello World!");
    return 0;
}
```
Example 2: Two-colored zebra effect with extra adjustments.

Code

```
/**
 * Prints Hello World.
 **/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
  printf("Hello World!");
  return 0;
}
```

Result

```
/**
 * Prints Hello World.
 **/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
  printf("Hello World!");
  return 0;
}
```
Example 3: Gradient effect with extra adjustments.

Code

\begin{lstlisting}[language=C,basicstyle=\ttfamily\tiny,\
  linebackgroundcolor={\color{blue!\the\numexpr 5*\value{\lstnumber}\relax}},linebackgroundheight=1.7ex,\linebackgrounddepth=.4ex]
/**
 * Prints Hello World.
 ***/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
  printf("Hello World!");
  return 0;
}

/**
 * Prints Hello World.
 ***/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
  printf("Hello World!");
  return 0;
}
\end{lstlisting}

Result

```c
/* Prints Hello World. 
*/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
  printf("Hello World!");
  return 0;
}

/* Prints Hello World. 
*/
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void) {
  printf("Hello World!");
  return 0;
}
```
3 Implementation

\ProvidesPackage{lstlinebgrd}[]
\ProvidesPackage{xcolor}

% Patch line number key to call line background macro
\lst@Key{numbers}{none}{%
  \def\lst@PlaceNumber{\lst@linebgrd}
  \lstKV@SwitchCases{#1}%
  {none&%
   left&\def\lst@PlaceNumber{llap{\normalfont
     \lst@numberstyle{\thelstnumber}\kern/\lst@numbersep}\lst@linebgrd}
   right&\def\lst@PlaceNumber{rlap{\normalfont
     \kern\linewidth \kern\lst@numbersep
     \lst@numberstyle{\thelstnumber}}/\lst@linebgrd}%,%}

% New keys
\lst@Key{linebackgroundcolor}{%}
  \def\lst@linebgrdcmd{#1}%
}
\lst@Key{linebackgroundsep}{0pt}{%
  \def\lst@linebgrdsep{#1}%
}
\lst@Key{linebackgroundwidth}{\linewidth}{%
  \def\lst@linebgrdwidth{#1}%
}
\lst@Key{linebackgroundheight}{\ht\strutbox}{%
  \def\lst@linebgrdheight{#1}%
}
\lst@Key{linebackgrounddepth}{\dp\strutbox}{%
  \def\lst@linebgrddepth{#1}%
}
\lst@Key{linebackgroundcmd}{\color@block}{%
  \def\lst@linebgrdcmd{#1}%}
\newcommand{\lst@linebgrd}{%
  \ifx\lst@linebgrdcolor\empty\else
    \rlap{%
      \lst@basicstyle
      \color{-} \% By default use the opposite ('-') of the current color ('.') as background
      \lst@linebgrdcolor{%
      \kern-\dimexpr\lst@linebgrdsep\relax%
      \lst@linebgrdcmd{\lst@linebgrdwidth}{\lst@linebgrdheight}{\lst@linebgrddepth}%
    }%
  \fi
}